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HONEYWELL SPECTRA® REDEFINES DURABILITY OUTDOORS IN 

NEW SUSTAINABLE PACK GEAR 

Manufacturer Mountainsmith adds Spectra fiber technology to its 2019 Mayhem Series 
for improved strength and lifespan in outdoor packs  

 
 
MORRIS PLAINS, N.J., Jan. 29, 2019—Outdoor pack manufacturer Mountainsmith, launched its 2019 

Mayhem Series – a series of four ultra-strong ripstop packs with longer-lasting abrasion resistance 

technology. The series will be manufactured with Honeywell Spectra® fiber – the same fiber used in 

protective vests for law enforcement personnel – to provide outdoor adventurers with a durable 

lightweight ripstop pack. Ripstop fabrics are woven using a special reinforcing technique for greater 

resistance against tearing and ripping. 

The revised Mayhem Series incorporating Spectra fiber is Mountainsmith’s most technical pack to date, 

offering the ultimate combination of versatility, sustainability, comfort and weight. According to 

Mountainsmith, with the weight- to-durability ratio of Spectra fiber, the series became even lighter without 

compromising the strength of the materials.  

“The Mayhem Series has always stood out as our ideal mix of size, features, comfort and durability,” said 

Luke Boldman, design lead at Mountainsmith. “By incorporating Spectra into our fabric, we designed a 

lightweight pack with superior durability that customers can trust to perform efficiently in the world’s 

toughest environments.”  

The Mayhem Series incorporates Spectra into the main body fabric of the pack, and is designed for both 

men and women. Mountainsmith has designed specific regions of the pack fit and sizing to better 

accommodate differences between male and female torso structures. Pre-curved shoulder straps, waist 

belts, canted hip belt angles and contact points have been fine-tuned for a better contour, a truer fit and 

more efficient pack carry over unisex styles. 

“Mountainsmith chose Spectra for its unique performance benefits to help innovate their most technical 

packs to date,” said Gregory Norton, Business Director-Industrials, Packaging and Composites at 

Honeywell. “With Spectra fiber, Mountainsmith crafted the ideal pack for customers to enjoy the outdoors 

and save energy without sacrificing comfort.”  
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Mountainsmith’s lifetime satisfaction guarantee ensures all products will either be repaired or replaced 

throughout a customer’s entire life.  The 2019 Mayhem series are available for purchase in both men’s 

and women’s sizes now.  

Founded in the Rockies in 1979, Mountainsmith (www.mountainsmith.com) was built by Colorado 

outdoorsmen in need of seriously durable gear that could withstand the rigors of their backcountry pursuits. 

It is here that the original lumbar pack was born and the Mountainsmith brand began its legacy. 
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About Honeywell 

 
Honeywell (www.honeywell.com) is a Fortune 100 software-industrial company that delivers industry specific solutions 
that include aerospace and automotive products and services; control technologies for buildings, homes, and industry; 
and performance materials globally. Our technologies help everything from aircraft, cars, homes and buildings, 
manufacturing plants, supply chains, and workers become more connected to make our world smarter, safer, and more 
sustainable. For more news and information on Honeywell, please visit www.honeywell.com/newsroom. 
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